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Long term growth in productivity is critically important to improving the standard of living of our society. Over the past ten years (1996–2005), average annual productivity growth in the non-farm business sector has been twice as high as it was in the prior fi fteen years (1981–1995). In the manufacturing sector, it has been even more spectacular, averaging about 4.4% since 1995.

There is much debate about the sources of productivity growth in the industrial sector from the 1990s to the present. However, there is general agreement among economists and business analysts that capital investment in information technology (IT) was one of the major factors. A signifi cant amount of time elapses between the development of a new technology and its diffusion throughout industry. The development of the microprocessor and its implementation in computers and industrial controllers began in the 1970s and early 1980s. The resulting productivity gains occurred with a time lag of two decades.

The 1990s saw an enormous increase in the number of industrial fi rms that implemented enterprise-wide information technology software. By some estimates, the number of companies investing in such systems had quadrupled when compared to the mid 1980s. These investments have had a signifi cant impact on the effi ciency of resource use within companies, the relationship between companies and their suppliers and customers, and the business strategies adopted by companies that use information technology as a competitive tool. For all these reasons, information technology has become an important subject in the academic training of engineers and industrial managers.

In order to place the current importance of IT into perspective, it is useful to review a little history. Thirty years ago, information technology was looked upon as just another labor saving tool, like any other form of mechanization. Early adoption of information systems was in the bookkeeping and payroll functions, where computers were substituted for accountants in maintaining and summarizing fi nancial records. In production operations, automatic control of processes based on analog electronics was being replaced by digital controllers, such as programmable logic controllers, which were more fl exible in supporting system maintenance and functional change.
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The Handbook of Homicide (Wiley Handbooks in Criminology and Criminal Justice)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The Handbook of Homicide presents a series of original essays by renowned authors from around the world, reflecting the latest scholarship on the nature, causes, and patterns of homicide, as well as policies and practices for its investigation and prevention.

	
		Includes comprehensive coverage of the complex phenomenon...
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Communities of Practice: Fostering Peer-to-Peer Learning and Informal Knowledge Sharing in the Work PlaceSpringer, 2008
The book offers two themes: one is about Communities of Practice (CoPs) and learning, the other is about social informatics approaches. First, in order to facilitate designing effective learning environments both online and offline, this book calls attention to the importance of CoPs to facilitate informal learning as part of professional...
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Final Cut Pro 5 Editing Essentials (DV Expert Series)CMP Books, 2005
Digital editing gives editors far greater freedom than ever before to move scenes of information around and place them anywhere in a film's sequence. Apple's Final Cut Pro is the most widely used Mac-based digital editor, and is especially popular with independent filmmakers and graphic artists. Final Cut Pro 5 Editing Essentials enables readers to...
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Intelligent Wearable InterfacesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This book introduces methodologies to develop a variety of intelligent wearable interfaces and covers practical implementations of systems for real-life applications. A number of novel intelligent wearable interface systems are examined, including network architecture for wearable robots, wearable interface for automatic language translation,...
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Flash iOS Apps CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	The iPhone is revolutionary. Every day, it seems, someone finds an innovative use for it and, in the App Store, the perfect outlet for their work. Its success has made apps cool and helped shift delivery of content away from the browser. Adobe has reacted to this change by repositioning the Flash platform, and providing the tools required for...
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Language Implementation Patterns: Create Your Own Domain-Specific and General Programming LanguagesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Knowing how to create domain-specific languages (DSLs) can give you a huge productivity boost. Instead of writing code in a general-purpose programming language, you can first build a custom language tailored to make you efficient in a particular domain.



The key is understanding the common patterns found across language...
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